
Ritani Launches New Collection of Marquise
Engagement Rings with Matching Wedding
Bands

Marquise Engagement Rings

Ritani Introduces a Harmonious

Collection of Marquise Engagement Rings

with Matching Wedding Bands

NEW YORK , NY, UNITED STATES, June

24, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Ritani, a

prominent name in fine jewelry, has

unveiled its latest offering: Marquise

engagement rings accompanied by

matching wedding bands. This

collection aims to provide couples with

a harmonious blend of elegance and

unity, symbolizing their perfect

harmony.

The Marquise cut, known for its

distinctive elongated shape and

pointed ends, has been celebrated for

its ability to enhance the wearer's

elegance and grace. Ritani's new

collection highlights the timeless

beauty of the Marquise diamond, pairing it with meticulously crafted wedding bands that

complement and enhance its allure.

A Symbol of Unity and Love

The Marquise engagement rings with matching wedding bands from Ritani represent more than

just jewelry; they stand as a testament to a couple's unity and enduring love. Each set is designed

to ensure that the engagement ring and wedding band fit together seamlessly, creating a

cohesive and harmonious look. Offered in various metals such as platinum, white gold, yellow

gold, and rose gold, these sets provide couples with the opportunity to select the perfect

combination that reflects their unique style.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.ritani.com/collections/marquise-cut-sidestone-engagement-rings
https://www.ritani.com/collections/marquise-cut-sidestone-engagement-rings
https://www.ritani.com/pages/wedding-rings


Exquisite Craftsmanship and Quality

Ritani is synonymous with exceptional craftsmanship and quality. Each piece in the Marquise

engagement ring and matching wedding band collection is crafted using the finest materials and

state-of-the-art techniques. Ritani's skilled jewelers focus on meticulous attention to detail,

ensuring that each piece is a masterpiece. The collection is noted for its beauty, durability, and

timeless appeal.

Custom Design Services

For those seeking something truly unique, Ritani offers custom design services. Customers can

work with Ritani's talented designers to create a bespoke Marquise engagement ring and

matching wedding band set that perfectly reflects their personal taste and love story. Whether it

involves a specific setting, a particular type of metal, or a unique combination of stones, Ritani is

capable of bringing any vision to life.

About Ritani

Ritani is a premier jewelry brand renowned for its exceptional quality, innovative designs, and

commitment to customer satisfaction. The brand offers a wide range of engagement rings,

wedding bands, and fine jewelry, catering to various occasions. Ritani's dedication to excellence

and attention to detail have made it a favorite among discerning customers worldwide.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/722303986
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